Transport properties of the rough hard sphere fluid.
Results are presented of a systematic study of the transport properties of the rough hard sphere fluid. The rough hard sphere fluid is a simple model consisting of spherical particles that exchange linear and angular momenta, and energy upon collision. This allows a study of the sole effect of particle rotation upon fluid properties. Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to conduct extensive benchmark calculations of self-diffusion, shear and bulk viscosity, and thermal conductivity coefficients. As well, the validity of several kinetic theory equations have been examined at various levels of approximation as a function of density and translational-rotational coupling. In particular, expressions from Enskog theory using different numbers of basis sets in the representation of the distribution function were tested. Generally Enskog theory performs well at low density but deviates at larger densities, as expected. The dependence of these expressions upon translational-rotational coupling was also examined. Interestingly, even at low densities, the agreement with simulation results was sometimes not even qualitatively correct. Compared with smooth hard sphere behaviour, the transport coefficients can change significantly due to translational-rotational coupling and this effect becomes stronger the greater the coupling. Overall, the rough hard sphere fluid provides an excellent model for understanding the effects of translational-rotational coupling upon transport coefficients.